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Preface

The word symmetry often evokes simple bilateral symmetry, as in an idealized
human face or the two wings of a butterfly. For mathematicians, the concept is
richer and more fun, ranging from the patterns of wallpaper to the symmetries of
a molecule or crystal.
Indeed, the concept of symmetry offers an attractive gateway to mathematics—
or perhaps to a part of mathematics you haven’t encountered yet. The natural
delight we take in images like Figure 1 inspires us to ask what sparks that feeling
of recognition, to want to know more about how they are made. This book is my
attempt to address those yearnings. I hope that the patterns I show—as beautiful
as I know how to make them—will help you connect more deeply to mathematics,
at whatever level you are working.
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Figure 1. Kaiser Peach, an offering of mathematical
art.
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What does “creating symmetry” mean? A child can create symmetry by
repeatedly stamping out a pattern with a carved potato, but mathematics gives
us far more powerful and satisfying tools than a potato stamp.
Dissatisfied by reading so many treatments of symmetry that express patterns
as things broken up into pieces—those potato stamps—I have developed methods
to construct mathematical objects whose very nature is symmetry. I use the
vocabulary of functions, in particular wave functions, which you can picture as
the long, regular waves in the deepwater ocean. When these are combined in just
the right ways, we can construct functions with any imagined type of symmetry,
functions that, as their essence, dance along in step as if to a perfectly symmetric
tune. This is creating symmetry.
This is at once a story of freedom and constraint: We can create images of
dazzling variety, using photographs to incorporate colors and textures from the
world around us. On the other hand, there are mathematical restrictions on
pattern types, restrictions imposed by any sort of requirement that a pattern
repeat itself in some given way. It may surprise you, but every regular pattern
created by any human at any time in history—as long as it really is regular—can
be classified according to a rather rigid classification scheme. For instance, if you
want to make a wallpaper pattern with 6-fold rotational symmetry, as in the lefthand strip of Figure 1, it will always turn out to be one of the two 6-fold types I
will show you how to make. No one can make a type that is not on the list.
The classification of patterns by their symmetry is ideal for a first encounter
with the mathematical concept of group, or for deepening your understanding
if you’ve already met this technical mathematical structure. In designing any
pattern, there is a significant constraint: If you plan to have some symmetries in
a pattern, you must necessarily have specific others, which come along with the
planned ones as baggage. For me, this limitation exemplifies a sort of “platonic
suchness”: It’s easy for me to view the short list of pattern types as a mathematical
object that exists independent of human inquiry, something that is there, waiting
to be discovered. As you learn more about the group concept, I hope you will see
what I mean.
Finally, by “creating symmetry” I mean the artistic process of making choices
among the vast infinity of these mathematical patterns—free to wave and curve
but constrained by the limitations of pattern type. The choices include selecting a
photograph to be married with a mathematical process to create something new.
I refer to the human, even emotional, encounter with those special examples that
demand to be shared with others, to be put on the wall or printed on fabric and
offered, not just as mathematics but as art.
As we learn to create symmetry, I offer my personal take on artistic choice and
show you how to experiment for yourself. Perhaps you too will create an image
like Figure 2.

Ways to Read This Book
On one hand, the mathematical content of this book is rather sophisticated; on
the other, everything can be approached from an elementary point of view. In
preparing each chapter, I have done my best to provide access for those who
may be learning concepts for the first time and to offer a helpful first experience
with things like groups, projection operators, eigenfunction expansions, and so
on. These rather elevated mathematical concepts are not so scary when illustrated
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in specific examples, especially when we can see what they look like in what I think
are attractive illustrations.
As I wrote, I kept in mind three types of readers: the working mathematician,
the advanced undergraduate, and the brave mathematical adventurer. I do believe
that readers without extensive mathematical background beyond calculus—who
are hooked by the artwork and willing to learn—can have a fine experience
working through my story of symmetry.
FOR THE LESS EXPERIENCED READER. I am eager to share my favorite
mathematical concepts with you. Getting to know them requires some work, but
help is abundantly available. There are many places where I invite you to skip over
some technicalities. Save something for a second reading!
Preface
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Figure 2. Created symmetry, from a photograph
(Figure 24.3) of peppers and greens on a cutting
board.
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The mathematical prerequisite is some knowledge of calculus—we will compute derivatives of functions and, to a lesser extent, talk about some integrals.
No knowledge of abstract algebra or analysis is required; everything we need will
be built slowly as we go. I write for readers willing to apply their knowledge of
number systems, calculus, and elementary geometry, willing to work vigorously
toward some rather sophisticated ideas, with refreshment provided by the visual
beauty of symmetry. If this is you, exercises marked with one or two asterisks
might best be skipped on a first reading. On the other hand, be sure to do the
unflagged exercises to test your understanding.
FOR THE ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE. Some of the first chapters of this
book may be easy for you. Consider them a review of parametric equations,
complex numbers, and basic group theory, all applied in situations you probably
have not studied. As the book progresses, you will meet many topics in the
standard undergraduate curriculum. If you have seen them before, it was surely
not in this context; if you haven’t, you’ll get an excellent preview for future study.
My idea is that our first view of any mathematical structure should be in
concrete, specific settings. We should not rush off to the most abstract levels
before we appreciate the simplest examples. Undergraduate mathematics students
might skip only the exercises marked **; these are problems that I could not resist
including but that go beyond ordinary exercise. I hope that the presentation here
will ground you with memorable experiences, stories that will serve you well as
you grow to more advanced levels of abstraction.
My goal has been to create a book that I would have liked to read as an
undergraduate; I hope that you enjoy it.
FOR THE WORKING MATHEMATICIAN. Whatever your field, I bet that you
have not seen the elements in this book combined in the way they occur here.
Even if you know harmonic analysis and representation theory, partial differential
equations and quadratic number fields, I doubt you have seen these arise naturally
in the service of making art.
You could very well use this book for a one-semester senior seminar or as
summer reading for a talented student. There are several suggestions for projects,
large and small. Probably the most significant investment of preparation time
would be to set up the right image-making technology. (This makes an excellent
project for a computer science major; that is how I did it!) If a course is not in
the works, this book can still help you teach most any advanced undergraduate
course.
If you are preparing to teach abstract algebra, the information about frieze and
wallpaper groups can supplement what’s in any text. Did you know that the frieze
groups can act on the complex plane—translations converted to rotations—to
create seven categories of rosettes? Did you know that color-reversing symmetries
give a natural way to introduce normal subgroups? In analyzing the point groups
of wallpaper groups, there’s even a chance to see some short exact sequences.
Even if you’ve taught Fourier series many times, I don’t imagine you have
computed the Fourier series for a function that parametrizes a regular pentagon.
It’s fun!
Teaching systems of orthogonal functions for partial differential equations?
Please use my wallpaper waves as examples. And there’s an outline for a project
about spherical harmonics, in case you’d like to assign something to keep a
talented student engaged.
x
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Almost anything you teach at the undergraduate level can be enriched by these
explorations of symmetry. Even in many graduate courses, these topics might
well lighten the atmosphere, with some down-to-earth examples that humans can
visualize.
And apart from teaching, there’s the development of breadth. Working in a
field as large as mathematics, we all struggle to feel connected to areas far from
our own. I hope this book will give you new ways to see the surprising, inevitable
connectedness that seems to characterize mathematics.

The Structure of the Book
Let’s take a quick walk-through in case you want to skip to a particular part
of the book. In Chapter 1, basic material about plane curves leads us to notice
a particular curve, whose symmetry seems unexplained by its mathematical
formula. The next few chapters explain the phenomenon, while developing some
basic ideas about complex numbers, superposition of waves, and the group
concept.
In Chapter 6, we leave curves behind to talk about functions on the plane,
where the idea of using a photograph to color the plane first finds application. In
Chapter 7, we study rosette symmetry and pause to talk about artistic choices.
Friezes are often considered the next natural object of study after rosettes. Chapter
8 shows how to construct them by “unwinding” rosettes onto the plane.
Over the next few chapters, we develop the concept of a wallpaper wave, the
protagonist of this book. It is conceivable that readers with a strong background
could begin reading with Chapter 10, where we first create wallpaper, starting with
3-fold symmetry as an example. We examine this special case slowly, discussing
algebra and analysis in separate chapters. Then the pace picks up. Chapters 15–18
complete the details to explain how to combine the right waves to make any type
of wallpaper pattern whatsoever. The details of these wave combinations, which I
call recipes, are summarized in Appendix B for easy reference.
Color-reversing and color-turning symmetries lead us to new concepts in
algebra, as well as more opportunities for artistic choice, in Chapters 19 and 20.
Chapter 21 is the most abstract in the book, using the concept of a point group
to examine, in baroque detail, just what is involved in knowing for certain that
we have found all possible wallpaper types. The abstraction continues in Chapter
22 with a nod to quadratic number fields, whose structure arises naturally as the
way to analyze some apparent local symmetries in wallpaper. We complete this
algebra-intensive group of chapters by cleaning up some of the mathematics of
frieze patterns, which was skimmed in the earlier chapter.
The rest of the book offers new areas for enjoyment, applying our techniques
to new situations: Polyhedra and a non-Euclidean toy universe give us new
playgrounds for creating symmetry. The last chapter explains the figure that opens
this preface—an homage to M. C. Escher. Appendices give diagrams useful for
recognizing wallpaper types, as well as a gallery showing one representative for
each of the 46 possible color-reversing symmetry types.
Reading a mathematics book should not be a passive experience. I hope you will
accept my various invitations to check things for yourself. I also provide a range
of exercises, from small chances to test your understanding to major projects that
might keep an undergraduate mathematics major busy for a few weeks. Those
flagged with an asterisk (*) require mathematics at the undergraduate level that
Preface
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may be one notch higher than the minimal prerequisite for reading this book.
Those with two asterisks are for the special reader who wants a challenge. The
unflagged exercises give every reader the chance to check that we understand one
another before going on. Answers to selected exercises are given. In some cases,
the exercise walks the reader through a solution, so no additional material seems
necessary.

The Backstory
In Fall 2011, I accepted an invitation, thanks to Steve Kennedy, to teach for a term
at Carleton College in Northfield, Minnesota. Carleton requires each mathematics
major to undertake a comprehensive project in the senior year. Steve had heard
me speak about symmetry at MathFest 2010, and we agreed that a senior seminar
course on symmetry could start a group of students off on their projects. I called
the course Creating Symmetry and enjoyed working with an eager group of ten
students, who did a terrific amount of work.
On the first day, I presented them with a list of twenty questions (many of which
now introduce chapter topics) and proposed that we work together to answer
one question each day. With Carleton’s brief quarter—about twenty-eight class
days—this was about the right number. For each question, each student wrote a
“chapter,” meaning a very brief statement of the question with a concise answer.
By the course’s end, each had written a condensed version (perhaps sixty pages) of
this book, or at least a part of it. I evaluated each of their notebooks individually
twice before they turned in final versions. That time-consuming but enjoyable
activity taught me a lot about how various kinds of young people see this material.
As the students experimented, making images with the software I provided,
we decided to have art contests as a regular feature of class time. Students would
email me their images and I would put them into a slideshow that preceded our
voting. The “valuable prizes” I offered turned out to be only the enjoyment of
knowing that your colleagues picked your submission. The contests helped me
understand various difficulties we face as we try to choose images that others will
find attractive.
Alas, my software—a package written in C++, described in Chapter 26—is not
officially available at this time. I am happy to correspond with readers and even
send the code to people who promise not to complain about it, but I make no
claim to support the software, and it is does require care and feeding to get it to
work properly.
THE VERY BEGINNING. How did I get involved with this circle of ideas? As
an undergraduate at Pomona College, I had a deep and moving experience with
eigenfunction expansions and linear analysis in general, thanks to a lovely course
taught by my mentor Rick Elderkin during his first year teaching. At MIT, linear
analysis met the geometry of manifolds, thanks to my adviser, Richard Melrose.
Working with Tom Banchoff, during a postdoctoral job at Brown University,
connected me to his passion for visualization. Teaching diverse courses at Santa
Clara University led me to find novel visualizations, the first of which were created
with a Commodore 64 I bought at a toy store in 1984.
But what led me to wallpaper? There was an instigating event: When I was
teaching a survey of geometry course, something inside me snapped when I read
a definition that described a wallpaper pattern as “a set of points” invariant under
a certain type of group. Set of points? When I looked at wallpaper patterns, I saw
xii
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much more than mere sets of points. I had to address the conflict between this
definition and what I saw in the patterns all around me. Years of inquiry have led
me here, to the start of this book.
On the artistic side of things, some sensibilities derive from my mother, a
musician and watercolorist. You might glimpse her paintings in some of the
photographs I use. Other inspirations to mention are Georgia O’Keeffe and Joni
Mitchell. In some sense, the world told each of these women, “This is not how it’s
done.” Each found her way to say, “Oh? This is how I do it.”
Finally, a word about beauty and mathematics. I worship with a UnitarianUniversalist congregation in San Jose, where our mission statement expresses
our commitment to “make Love visible.” Yes, I am writing because I simply
love this stuff. I love to think that it brings solace in a difficult time. This
belief that my motivation deserves mention moves me to call this a postmodern
mathematics book. By contrast, modern mathematics books were written in the
twentieth century by intentionally voiceless authors for an intended audience of
“the hypothetical anybody,” which made the books feel cold and inaccessible, at
least to me. Postmodern books are situated in time and place, taking into account
the identities of both reader and author. Here I am, writing to reach you; please
join me.
Writing about motivations and purposes recalls a hymn we use at our church, a
version of one that my parents taught me long ago, included here as a dedication:
For the Beauty of the Earth
For the glory of the skies
For the Love which from our birth
Over and around us lies.
Source of all to thee we raise
This our hymn of grateful praise.
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